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IF you haven’t seen this, well, better late than never. Go here and click on the video to watch what the
Jan 6 committee is hoping you will never see; video clips and info covering Jan 6, 2021…
JAN 6 TRUTH
As you know there are hundreds of political prisoners in DC jails, as this was written, thanks to the
Marxist Libtard Demoncraps (MLDs) running the swamp there. Back on Jan 6, 2021 even FOX News
(people like Hannity, Ingraham, Carlson, et al) was suckered and they called the protest a riot and
condemned the Trump supporters for upsetting the apple cart; right along with many in Trump’s
administration (AG Bill Bar for example) when it comes to what happened at the U.S. Capitol that
day. As with the MLD media FOX also jumped to unfounded conclusions that day; and now they are
slowing walking things back. On Jan 6 I was tuned into FOX and didn’t have much respect for their
programming for days to come. It’s pretty sad when you can’t get real news for weeks on end, not even
on FOX.
All the commentators in nearly all of the media and many, if not most, of those in government (the DC
court system, the DNC/MLD, GOP and the RINOs) wanted to over hype what happened; “it was a coup”,
“it was an insurrection”. Even Trump and the MAGA protestors never realized how many infiltrators
(some militia groups, some undercover FBI and Feds, the Capitol police under Pelosi, some bought and
paid for MLD, BLM and Antifa activists, etc.) had mixed in with the protestors with the coordinated
objective of fucking things up in order to cover-up the real insurrection that happened back in Nov 2020.
What happened during the election and during the protest that day was preventable (Nancy brain dead
Pelosi and Mayor bow wow Bowser could have tapped into the 20K National Guard troops Trump had
already approved several days prior to make sure things would not get out of hand). But the Marxists
got Brandon elected – via illegitimate court decisions in many states leading up to the election (thanks
to the COVID conspiracy) coupled with illegal vote harvesting activities and thousands of illegal ballots
(watch other documentaries like 2000 Mules for those tactics) pumped into the system – and they also
planned and carried out their subversive tactics on Jan 6, 2021. And few have done a thing about it
since then; and when some states did address the holes in their voting procedures the MLDs keep on
crying about it to this date.
IMHO (which I’ve held from Nov 2020 to this day) the entire thing was orchestrated by the MLDs in
charge in DC and nearly all states’ election officials who wanted Trump out no matter what; and they got
their wish.
In any event, FOX News was duped right along with everyone else, including the MAGA protestors who
are suffering under the tyrannical DC police state to this very day. It remains to be seen if “we the
people” will clean house this November 2020 or not. Even IF the voters do send a huge number of the
MLD/DNC’s Marxists packing it won’t change much of anything so far as Brandon’s puppet rule goes in
DC. But, perhaps by 2024, if enough of the truth finally gets out, the rest of the world just might wake
up and realize just how deep the Marxist swamp imbedded in DC is by then. Time will tell.
Pass it on.

